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33 Q7. How did you select a utility sample comparable in risk to CornEd? 

34 A7. According to financial theory, the market-required rate of return on common 
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equity is a function of operating and financial risk. Thus, the method used to 

select a sample should reflect both the operating and financial characteristics of 

a firm. I selected a sample using six financial and operating ratios: (1) cash flow 

to debt; (2) expenditures to net utility plant; (3) fixed asset turnover; (4) funds flow 

interest coverage; (5) net cash flow to expenditures; and (6) operating profit 

margin. Data from the period 2002-2004 were averaged to normalize the ratios. 
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I began with all market-traded electric, natural gas, and water companies on 

Standard & Poor's Utility Compustat tape. Among those utilities, 112 had 

sufficient data to calculate the financial and operating ratios. Next, I conducted a 

principal components analysis of the financial and operating ratios. Principal 

components constitute linear combinations of optimally-weighted variables which 

are uncorrelated with one another.2
.
3 For each utility in the data base, the 

principal components analysis calculates a value for each component, known as 

a principal component score, which has a mean of zero and a standard deviation 

of one. From the principal components analysis, I retained three components for 

risk analysis. After calculating the scores for each principal component, I rank

ordered the companies in terms of least relative distance from ComEd's target 

scores. Distance was measured by calculating the difference between each 

principal component score for each firm and ComEd, summing the squared 

differences, and taking the square root of the summation. 

Schedule 5.1 presents the 8 utilities the least distance from, and therefore, the 

most comparable to, ComEd that met three criteria: (1) they are assigned an 

S&P business profile score of three to five; (2) they have growth rates from Zacks 

Investment Research, Inc. ("Zacks"); and (3) they have neither pending nor 

recently completed significant mergers, acquisitions, or divestitures. Schedule 

2 A principal component can be described mathematically as follows: 

where c; = the utility's score on principal component i; 
b;o = the weight for ratio Xo to create component c;; and 
Xo = the utility's value on ratio n. 

3 The variables are optimally weighted when the resulting principal components explain the maximum 
amount of variance in the data base. 
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5.1 also presents the three principal component scores and the cumulative 

distance for Com Ed and the companies composing the Comparable Sample. 

62 QS. Why did you limit your Comparable Sample to utilities with a business 

63 profile score of three to five? 

64 A8. An S&P business profile score reflects S&P's assessment of a company's 
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business risk, on a scale of one to ten, with a rating of one denoting below 

average business risk and a rating of ten denoting above average business risk. 4 

ComEd is assigned a business profile score of 4 by S&P. Thus, to ensure 

comparability to ComEd's operating risk, I only accepted companies with 

business profile scores within a range of plus or minus one from ComEd's S&P 

business profile score. 

4 Standard & Poor's, Corporate Ratings Criteria 2004, www.standardandpoors.com/ratings. p. 17. 
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